The question: How to obtain the invariant system manifold?
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Generalized coordinates slow manifold is parameterized and tabulated by indices of mesh points:
then, the system can be projected on the manifold by using normal subspace
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse:
at any grid point we tabulate the state space with tangent subspace defined in this point: 
Invariant manifolds: relaxation process
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REDIM: Coordinates dependence
an extended ILDM can be used as an initial guess in relaxation process to a reaction-diffusion ILDM ( The evolution of the manifold parameter is calculated and then the whole state space is recovered by the REDIM table! In this way an approximation is improved and can further be used in the relaxation REDIM procedure to yield more accurate manifold! ( ) Solid black line is the detailed stationary solution, blue line -the result of the first iteration (constant gradient), green line -result of the second iteration, the red line represents the third one.
REDIM Implementation

